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Abstract—Recurrent neural network has been widely
used as auto-regressive model for time series. The
most commonly used training method for recurrent
neural network is back propagation. However, recur-
rent neural networks trained with back propagation
can get trapped at local minima and saddle points. In
these cases, auto-regressive models cannot effectively
model time series patterns. In order to address these
problems, we propose a hybrid recurrent neural net-
work training algorithm that consists of two phases:
exploration and exploitation. Exploration phase uses
synchronous particle swarm optimization to search for
parameter settings with high activation score and low
error. The results of exploration phase are trained
with proposed enhanced back propagation, an im-
proved algorithm over traditional back propagation
that aggregates temporal errors across timestamps, in
exploitation phase. We evaluate our proposed methods
using four real-world datasets. Our proposed algorithm,
applied to both regularized and adaptive momentum
back propagation, increases convergence speed by 10%
to 20% and reduces testing mean square error(MSE)
at convergence by 5% to 30%. Using particle swarm
optimization and activation list in exploration phase,
the hybrid training algorithm reduces testing MSEs by
more than 30% at convergence compared with tradi-
tional back propagation.

I. Introduction

Elman recurrent neural network[1] has been widely used
as an auto-regressive (AR) model in many applications.
For example, Hajdarevic uses recurrent neural network to
detect anomalies in thermal plant[2]. Xiao uses recurrent
neural network for impedance identification[3]. Recurrent
neural network transits its internal state every time it pro-
cesses input. This property makes it suitable for modeling
complex patterns in time series.
Training recurrent neural network has two important

performance considerations, namely final error and con-
vergence speed. Increasing convergence speed allows build-
ing of models on larger datasets with large numbers of
parameters. Reducing errors improves model prediction
accuracy, thereby making the recurrent neural network
more actionable. Back propagation is a dynamic program-
ming design of first order gradient descent for training
neural network [4]. Most recurrent neural networks are
non-convex functions, so the final solution of gradient

descent can be trapped at local minima or saddle points[5].
The current solution to obviate local minima is to train
multiple networks with randomized initial weights and
select the one with the lowest errors, but the execution
time can become prohibitively expensive. Thus, techniques
that can improve both the convergence speed and accuracy
are needed.
To achieve the goal of faster convergence in back prop-

agation, we propose an enhanced back propagation algo-
rithm that aggregates averaged errors from future times-
tamps. A dual equation system is used to delay error aver-
aging in order to solve numerical overflow problem without
losing error size. To reduce the final error, we present a new
training method that is based on the concept of particle
swarm optimization (PSO)[6] for finding the best-fit initial
parameters. Such initial parameters enable the proposed
back propagation algorithm to produce results with much
lower errors. The proposed hybrid algorithm consists of
two phases: exploration and exploitation. Firstly, PSO
is used to explore the search space of parameters based
on the activation score. During exploration, an activation
list is maintained to store the candidate parameters that
produces lowest errors and highest activation scores. Ac-
tivation score is computed using the principles of network
weights initialization method as proposed in [7]. A network
with high activation score implies low convergence error af-
ter training with back propagation. At exploitation stage,
all parameter settings for the network in the activation
list are trained with enhanced back propagation algorithm.
The network that yields the lowest final error is returned
as the final output.
We evaluate our proposed methods using four real-

world time series datasets: the QT ECG dataset[8] con-
taining ECG curves, MGH/MF dataset[9] recording three-
dimensional heart pressures, and two NASA space shuttle
datasets[10] collecting activities of space shuttle’s Marotta
Valve. Enhanced back propagation, applied to both reg-
ularized and adaptive momentum back propagation, in-
creases convergence speed by 10% to 20% and reduces
testing MSE at convergence by 5% to 30%. Using PSO and
activation list in exploration phase, our hybrid training
algorithm reduces testing MSEs by more than 30% at
convergence compared with traditional back propagation.
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Figure 1: An illustration of Elman neural recurrent network.

Figure 2: Unfolded Elman neural network.

II. Background and Related Works
Elman neural network, referred as recurrent neural net-

work, uses context layer to adjust its state at different
timestamps. Figure 1 illustrates Elman neural network.
The white arrows denote full connections between layers.
A recurrent neural network is equivalent to a Turing
machine[11], so it is capable of encoding complex pat-
terns. There are many variants of recurrent neural net-
works for addressing specific problems, such as echo state
network[12], Jordan network[13], and LSTMs[14].

ht = f(Aat + Cct−1) (1)
ct = ht (2)
ot = g(Bht) (3)

We formulate the notations used in [15] into compact
matrix-vector representations. Vectors at, ht, ct, and ot
are outputs of input layer, hidden layer, context layer and
output layer respectively at time stamp t. We denote their
size by |a|, |h|, |c|, and |o|, where |c| = |h|. Let A be a
|h| × |a| matrix such that A[j, i] represents weight from
input node i to hidden node j. Let B be a |o| × |h| matrix
such that B[j, i] represents weight from hidden node i to
output node j. Let C be a |h|×|h| matrix such that C[j, i]
represents the weight from context node i to hidden node
j. Let f : R|h| → R

|h| be the activation function at hidden
layer and g : R|o| → R

|o| be the activation function at

output layer. ct is defined to be a zero vector when t < 0.
For t ≥ 0, ht is defined by Equation 1. ct is defined by
Equation 2. ot is defined by Equation 3.

A. Back Propagation
Elman neural network can be trained with back prop-

agation algorithm iteratively in four phases. Firstly, the
network is unfolded across all time stamps. Figure 2
illustrates an Elman neural network unfolded across two
timestamps. The second phase is computing errors. Let
Δt be a vector of size |o| that represents the output layer
errors at time t. Let δt be a vector of size |h| that represents
the hidden layer errors at time t. Let et be the error vector
defined by the difference between ot and actual output of
the network at time t. Let f ′ and g′ be the first order
derivatives of activation functions f and g. Δt and δt are
computed based on Equations 4 and 5. In the third phase,
the gradients for all parameters represented by matrices A,
B, and C are computed using Equations 6, 7, and 8. In the
final phase, gradients are averaged across all timestamps
for gradient descent parameter updates.

Δt = g′(Bht)� et (4)
δt = (BTΔt)� (f ′(Aat + Cct−1)) (5)

det
dB[j, i] = ht[i]Δt[j] (6)

det
dA[j, i] = at[i]δt[j] (7)

det
dC[j, i] = ht−1[i]δt[j] (8)

The calculation of first order gradient descent of neural
network, described above, brings up two challenges. The
first challenge is to avoid the local optimal solutions caused
by non-convexity. The gradient descent process fails to
reduce error if a local optimum is reached. A possible solu-
tion is to randomly initialize multiple weights parameters
and to apply gradient descent to all of them. However,
this method has scaling problem because the number of
random initialization is proportional to parameter size.
Adding a momentum factor during parameter updates is
another solution. For example, the ADAM algorithm[16]
is designed for varying learning rate at current iter-
ation based on momentums. Recent research has also
shown that saddle points can slow down gradient descent
convergence[5]. l2 regularization, which adds penalty for
large weights, can relieve the risk of saddle points.

B. Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle swarm optimization (PSO)[6] is generic opti-

mization algorithm for arbitrary objective functions. A
particle represents one parameter assignment. In case
of recurrent neural network, the parameter assignment
includes matrices A, B, and C. PSO allows particles to
adjust their locations based on both global and local best
locations. The rule of thumb for setting the number of
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Algorithm 1: Hybrid Algorithm
Data: Time series data
Result: Trained Elman network weights
1 E ← Synchronous PSO
2 ∀e ∈ E Apply Enhanced Back Propagation to e
3 return e ∈ E with smallest MSE(data)

particles is p = 3N + 1, where N is the number of
parameters[17]. All particles share the same global best
location gbest, the location with the smallest MSE. Every
particle also has a local best vector lbest, the location with
smallest MSE the particle traveled. The velocity vector,
determined by the displacements from current location to
the locations of both local best particle and global best
particle stochastically, is used to update every particle.
The idea of combining particle swarm optimization

and back propagation has been discussed in [18] and [3].
However, they ignore exploration for a wide range of inter-
mediate results. In [18], there is no guidance for selecting
networks from PSO phase other than MSE, so the output
of PSO phase may already be local minimum solution.
In [3], the authors use gradient as a metric to select
outputs from PSO phase. However, large gradient does not
necessarily imply lower convergence error after gradient
descent. Our proposed hybrid algorithm is different from
[3]. Instead of selecting networks from final states of
particles, we apply the activation score and the activation
list that can thoroughly explore parameter space in the
PSO phase. Moreover, we fundamentally improve back
propagation algorithm to achieve faster convergence rates
with lower errors.

III. Design

The proposed hybrid algorithm consists of two main
phases: exploration and exploitation. Exploration phase
uses synchronous PSO to update a global activation list
and exploitation uses an enhanced back propagation to
train output from the exploration phase. Algorithm 1
describes the proposed hybrid algorithm. Line 1 is the
exploration phase and line 2 is the exploitation phase.
The parameter assignment that yields the smallest MSE
is returned at line 3.

A. Exploration Phase

Definition III.1. The activation score of a recurrent
neural network is defined by Equation 9:

1T|h|I1(A)1|a| + 1T|o|I2(B)1|h| + 1T|h|I3(C)1|h| (9)

1c is a vector if size c filled with 1 for c ∈ Z
+. I1 :

R
|h|×|a| → {0, 1}|h|×|a|, I2 : R|o|×|h| → {0, 1}|o|×|h|, and

I3 : R|h|×|h| → {0, 1}|h|×|h| are matrix indicator functions.
Indicator functions are transformations such that func-

tion wi : R → {0, 1}, where i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, is applied to

Algorithm 2: Synchronous PSO
Data: Number of particles p, Maximum epochs n1, constant c1, c2,

Activation list size
Result: A list of weight assignments E
1 L←Array of Random Particles(p)
2 AL←New Activation List
3 for i ∈ (1, .., n1) do
4 for j ∈ (1, .., p) do
5 φ1, φ2 ← random numbers
6 L[j].velocity←L[j].velocity+φ1c1(L[j].lbest −

L[j].loc)+φ2c2(gbest − L[j].loc)
7 L[j].loc←L[j].loc+L[j].velocity
8 if MSE(L[j].loc)¡MSE(L[j].lbest) then
9 L[i].lbest ← L[i].loc
10 end
11 end
12 gbest ← minq∈L(MSE(q))
13 Call Update Activation List(AL)
14 end
15 E ← AL ∪ {gbest}
16 Return E

Algorithm 3: Updating Activation List
Data: Size of selection list q, priority queue AL
Result: Updated activation list AL
1 list←Select q particles with lowest MSEs
2 Sort list by Activation Score in descending order
3 for i ∈ (1, .., q) do
4 if AL not full then
5 AL.insert(list[i])
6 else
7 if AS(top(AL))¡AS(list[i]) then
8 pop(AL)
9 AL.insert(list[i])
10 else
11 if i = 1 ∧MSE(top(AL)) < MSE(list[i]) then
12 pop(AL)
13 AL.insert(list[i])
14 end
15 break
16 end
17 end
18 end

every entry of input matrix independently and identically.
We use Equation 10 to define wi.

wi(x) =
{
1 if |x| < x̂i

0 otherwise
(10)

x̂i =
8.72
√

3
n

N∑
j=1

(max(xi,j)− min(xi,j))2
(11)

Let n be the number of inputs to a single neuron. Let
max(xi,j) and min(xi,j) be the upper bound and the
lower bound to the input to neuron j given input data.
x̂i is determined as Equation 11 using ideas from [7]. If a
neural network has a high activation score, the parameter
assignments are likely to converge to solutions with low
error after gradient descent.
Algorithm 2 is a modified version of PSO algorithm

that finds the global best particle in each epoch. Because
particles are pulled towards the same global best particle,
we call this modification as PSO synchronous update.
Algorithm 3 for updating activation list AL is called at
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line 13 of Algorithm 2. AL is a priority queue that stores
weight assignments with high activation scores and low
MSEs. In Algorithm 3, the function AS computes the
activation score of a particle using Equation 9. q particles
with smallest MSEs are inserted into AL. If AL is full,
it pops the particle with the largest error if the particle
has activation score less than the particle to be inserted.
However, a particle with large MSE and large activation
score can block a full list. Thus, lines 11-14 of Algorithm 3
is a mutation stage that allows insertion of a particle with
lower activation score and smaller MSE.

B. Exploitation Phase
When back propagation algorithm is applied to an

unfolded recurrent neural network, hidden layer errors δt
are computed using Δt at the same time stamp. It is
possible to aggregate error from all future timestamps via
links between context layer and hidden layer. This part of
error is CT δt+1 according to dynamic programming. Let
tmax be the total number of timestamps. Let γt be a vector
of size |h| representing the accumulated error for hidden
layer. γtmax is set to be equal to δtmax . Equation 13 is
proposed to compute hidden layer error instead of using
Equation 5 when t < tmax. The error back propagated
from next layer, namely δt+1, is averaged by the number
of hidden nodes using Equation 12. The following theorem
shows the new objective errors to be minimized.

γt = (BTΔt +
1
|h|C

T γt+1)� f ′(Aat + Cct) (12)

δt = (BTΔt + CT γt+1)� f ′(Aat + Cct) (13)

Theorem III.2. The objective errors of hidden layer to
be minimized at timestamp t in unfolded Elman neural
network defined by δt are Δt +

tmax∑
i=t+1

Δi

|h|i−t−1 .

Proof. We proceed by induction from t = tmax to t = 0.
Objective errors can be back propagated through weight
matrices by chain rule.
Base case: When t = tmax, proof is trivial by Equation 5.
Inductive step: Assume ∀ t ≥ τ , the objective errors of
hidden layer to be minimized at timestamp t defined by δt

are Δt +
tmax∑
i=t+1

Δi

|h|i−t−1 . We can decompose δτ−1 = xτ−1 +

yτ−1, where xτ−1 = BTΔτ−1 � f ′(Aaτ−1 + Ccτ−1) and
yτ−1 = CT γτ �f ′(Aaτ−1+Ccτ−1). It follows that xτ−1 is
exactly the error back propagated from Δτ−1. It suffices
to show that the objective error of yτ−1 is

tmax∑
i=τ

Δi

|h|i−t−1 . We

can decompose γτ = x′τ +y′τ into two parts: x′τ = BTΔt�
f ′(Aaτ +Ccτ ) and y′τ = 1

|h|C
T γτ+1�f ′(Aaτ +Ccτ ). Sim-

ilarly for δτ = xτ +yτ , where xτ = BTΔτ �f ′(Aaτ +Ccτ )
and yτ = CT γτ+1�f ′(Aaτ+Ccτ ). xτ and x′τ are identical.
They represent the part of objective errors propagated
from Δτ . We also observe that y′τ = yτ

|h| .
By inductive assumption, objective output errors of δτ

are Δτ +
tmax∑
i=τ+1

Δi

|h|i−τ−1 . Hence yτ has objective er-

ror
tmax∑
i=τ+1

Δi

|h|i−τ−1 , which implies y′τ has objective er-

rors 1
|h|

tmax∑
i=τ+1

Δi

|h|i−τ−1 . Thus, γτ is the error for Δτ +

1
|h|

tmax∑
i=τ+1

Δi

|h|i−τ−1 = Δτ +
tmax∑
i=τ

Δi

|h|i−τ−1 . Since the objective
error of yτ−1 is identical of γτ by chain rule, it follows that
the inductive assumption holds for t = τ − 1.
A direct implication of this theorem is that the objective

error function to be minimized at any time stamp contains
all errors in its future. Moreover, the weights of errors
decay in terms of time. Unlike traditional back propa-
gation error definition, the output errors in later times-
tamps are repeatedly used at the gradient computation
before gradient averaging phase in our proposed method.
Experimental results have shown the the proposed error
computation can improve both convergence speed and
accuracy for time series data.

C. Complexity Analysis
The complexity for computing all outputs of an recur-

rent neural network is O(tmax(|a||h| + |o||h| + |h|2)), so
Algorithm 2 has complexity O(n1ptmax(|a||h| + |o||h| +
|h|2)) excluding line 13 given p particles and n1 epochs
as input. Algorithm 3 can reuse the MSEs computed
in the same epoch. The rest part does not depend on
tmax. Thus, the overall complexity for exploration phase
is O(n1ptmax(|a||h|+ |o||h|+ |h|2)).
The complexity for exploitation can be divided into two

parts: error back propagation and weights update. For
error back propagation, the unfolded network has tmax

number of layers. Computation for errors has complexity
O(tmax|h|(|h| + |a| + |o|)). Gradient computation based
on errors has the same complexity. Weights update oper-
ates on folded recurrent neural network, so this process
has complexity of O(|a||h| + |o||h| + |h|2). Suppose AL
has size m, the entire exploitation phase has complexity
O(n2mtmax(|h|2 + |a||h|+ |o||h|)), given n2 epochs.

n1t0 + n2mt1
mkt2

= n1p

mk
β + n2

k
α (14)

Let t0 and t1 be the execution time of one epoch in
synchronous PSO and enhanced back propagation respec-
tively. Equation 14 shows the ratio of hybrid algorithm to
traditional back propagation for m number of recurrent
neural networks with k number of epochs. α and β are
constants. We can compare the end-to-end execution time
of proposed hybrid algorithm and traditional back propa-
gation using Equation 14.

IV. Experimental Results
We use four datasets to evaluate our algorithm: the QT

ECG dataset[8], two NASA space shuttle datasets[10], and
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Figure 3: MSE of testing data against epoch under rBP. (a) Space shuttle puppet withdraw (b) Space shuttle puppet pulled out.
(c) QT ECG database record 0606. (d) MGH/MF database record 0003.
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Figure 4: MSE of testing data against epoch under ADAM. (a) Space shuttle puppet withdraw (b) Space shuttle puppet pulled
out. (c) QT ECG database record 0606. (d) MGH/MF database record 0003.

Table I: Datasets characteristics.
Dataset Timestamps Dimension
QT ECG 1000 1

Space Shuttle
Puppet Withdraw 4000 1

Space Shuttle
Puppet Pulled out 2000 1
MGH/MF 3600 3

MGH/MF dataset[9] recording three-dimensional heart
pressures. Table I summarizes all datasets.
QT ECG dataset measures the electrical voltage of

human heart beats at different timestamps[8]. NASA space
shuttle datasets illustrate the sensor records of energiz-
ing phases of space shuttle Marotta Valves. MGH/MF
dataset[9] contains multiple electrical recordings of pa-
tients’ conditions. For MGH/MF dataset, we focus on
three attributes: arterial pressure, pulmonary arterial pres-
sure, central venous pressure in particular because it has
been argued in [19] that the heart pressures are correlated,
which enables the use of AR model.

A. Enhanced Recurrent Back Propagation
Current research works focus on gradient descent phase

of back propagation algorithm in order to improve conver-
gence speed and accuracy. Our proposed enhanced back
propagation changes the computation of objective error in
the error back propagation stage, so it can be combined
with existing gradient descent methods. In this section,
we demonstrate the convergence speed and final MSE im-
provement for two state-of-art methods: l2-regularization

back propagation (rBP) and adaptive moment estimation-
based method (ADAM).

1
m

m∑
i=1

(old[i]− new[α × i])/old[i] (15)

Equation 15 defines discrete average MSE convergence
speedup. It presents that the average percentage of er-
ror reduction given the same execution time. Given a
recurrent neural network, old[i] refers to the MSE of the
traditional back propagation and new[i] refers to the MSE
of enhanced back propagation for running i number of
epochs. Because the proposed error aggregation bears the
overhead of extra matrix-vector multiplications per epoch,
the comparison of old and new should have a phase shift
in order to compute average MSE convergence speedup
given the same execution time. The phase shift percentage
is represented by α in Equation 14 and 15.
We initialize 32 recurrent neural networks with ran-

domized weights. For each of the networks, we apply the
same gradient descent algorithm using errors computed by
Equations 5 and 13 separately to the same training data
with the same number of epochs. Learning rate ranging
from 0.5 to 1.0 and λ = 0.01 are used for rBP. We evaluate
convergence speedup and error reduction at convergence
using testing data with two-fold cross validation and av-
erage results of 32 networks.
Figures 3a, 3b, 3c, 4a, 4b, and 4c illustrate testing

error convergence in terms of execution time. Table II and
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Table II: The improvements from new error definition for rBP
gradient descent.

Dataset MSE Convergence
Speedup

MSE
reduction

SSPW 18.1% 9.38%
SSPO 16.8% 6.83%
QT-ECG 10.2% 13.3%
MGH/MF 17.2% 28.3%

Table III: The improvements from new error definition for
ADAM gradient descent.

Dataset MSE Convergence
Speedup

MSE
reduction

SSPW 24.0% 17.4%
SSPO 23.6% 11.8%
QT-ECG 9.74% 25.7%
MGH/MF 15.2% 27.5%

Table III summarizes the average convergence speedup
and MSE percentage reduction at convergence for all
datasets. Although Equation 13 results longer execution
time per epoch, the gradient descent algorithm converges
faster given the same execution time. Moreover, the new
error definition gives lower convergence errors. In addition,
as we increase the size of dataset, both average MSE
convergence speedup and MSE percentage reduction at
convergence are improved.

B. Hybrid Algorithm
With the help of exploration phase, the hybrid algo-

rithm can further reduce convergence error. n1 = 10 is set
to be the number of epochs for exploration phase. m = 32
recurrent neural networks with randomized weights are
trained using both ADAM and rBP using traditional back
propagation as benchmarks. To make a fair comparison,
the activation list size is set to be 31, so m = 32 recurrent
neural networks are produced by exploration phase and
trained with enhanced back propagation algorithm.
Table IV summarizes the results of two-fold cross val-

idation for improvement of MSE using the hybrid algo-
rithm. MSE reduction column shows the percentage MSE
reductions achieved by the hybrid method when different
gradient descent methods are used. The average MSE
reductions are higher compared with the results shown in
Table II for all datasets. However, the execution time of
the hybrid algorithm is approximately 40% to 50% longer.
According to Equation 14, if n2 and m become large,
the execution time ratio of old method to new method
approach to α given fixed n1. Moreover, decreasing either
of n1 and n2 reduces execution time, but resulting larger
error. Thus, there is a trade off between execution time
and accuracy, users should tune the values of n1 and n2
depending on the timing and accuracy constraints.
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Table IV: MSE percentage reductions of hybrid algorithm
(including all phases) for rBP and ADAM gradient descent.

Dataset rBP MSE
Reduction

ADAM MSE
Reduction

Percentage
Time Increase

SSPW 29.0% 38.6% 52%
SSPO 28.9% 35.1% 53%
QT-ECG 64.5% 66.4% 41%
MGH/MF 45.6% 44.8% 50%
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